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History/English Focus: The history and 
orgin of traditional tales.

Traditional tales Year 1

                                                               (Key Vocabulary / Definitions)

Story language A story or narrative is a connected series of events told through words. Story 
language is words or phrases that are commonly used.

Fairy tale a children's story about magical and imaginary beings and lands; a fairy story

Traditional tale A traditional tale is a story that has been told and re-told for many years, and 
consequently, becomes a story that almost everyone knows. Traditional tales are also 
referred to as fairy stories or fairy tales

Characters A person or persons in the story.

 Key Knowledge

Story Openings/closings

Once upon a 
time

at some time in the past (used as a conventional opening of a 
story)

Happy ever 
after

This phrase borrowed from fairy tale endings is used to 
suggest that everything will work out perfectly in the 
future

What is the history of traditional tales?

Why do we 
have them?

The purpose of traditional literature is having the story 
be relatable to everyone. For this reason, universal 
themes are important to the genre. Some common 
themes include good versus evil, the weak versus the 
strong, the beautiful versus the ugly, and the rich versus 
the poor

Focus texts

The Pied Piper 
of Hamlin

A lame orphan boy tells the classic tale of how a plague 
of rats takes over the town and how a fantastic piper 
offers to rid Hamelin of its rats for a single gold coin, 
then lures away the town's children when the greedy 
mayor breaks his word

Three Billy 
Goats Gruff

Three goats have eaten all the grass in their field and 
want to travel to a bigger meadow on the other side of a 
bridge. But the bridge is home to a vicious troll who 
threatens to eat anyone attempting to cross it


